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Abstract 
The APEXeditor, an Excel-based tool has been developed using the Visual 
Basic for Applications (VBA) to provide a graphical user interface (GUI) to 
the Agricultural Policy Environmental eXtender (APEX) model. APEX, in its 
native form, requires users to edit text files for modifying input files; there-
fore a GUI interface can aid users in modification of these files and reduce 
errors. Microsoft Excel is a popular spreadsheet program that has the largest 
user base among scientists and researchers, thus providing a relatively com-
mon platform in which stages the tool. The APEXeditor requires minimal 
additional learning to operate the tool for those who already have basic level 
of knowledge in Excel. The user can load APEX input files into the spread-
sheet tool and the GUI offers meta information and provides functions to 
edit, write, and run the APEX model. Ultimately, the APEXeditor substitutes 
existing GUI programs such as WinAPEX or ArcAPEX that require installa-
tion or additional licensing. A series of scripts were developed as a back-end 
engine that automates data formatting and editing of linked APEX input 
ASCII files including database libraries. The simple architecture of the tool 
helps users maintain the quality of the data and allows error-free editing of 
APEX model inputs to characterize the system under study. This tool is suita-
ble for all kinds of applications and has been successfully used for the creation 
of APEX model runs in numerous studies. 
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1. Overview 

Simulation models have long been used in agriculture with varying levels of suc-
cess. These models are often designed to capture the most important features of 
a given agricultural system that adequately represent a complex system. Howev-
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er, the complexity of the system often leads to a greater complexity in the model 
structure, with a large input of data required to simulate such systems. Models 
that represent agricultural systems have become indispensable tools for design-
ing management practices, evaluating sustainable production, and minimizing 
environmental stresses. 

The Environmental Policy Integrated Climate Model (EPIC) [1] and the 
Agricultural Policy Environmental eXtender—APEX [2] are versatile and useful 
tools for evaluating complex landscape and management scenarios. EPIC is a 
field-scale model designed to simulate homogeneous areas in terms of weather, 
soil, topography, plant cover and management [3]. APEX is a multi-field land-
scape model that essentially simulates multiple spatially explicit distributed fields 
with EPIC [4] with interactions among the fields. APEX and EPIC are designed 
to estimate how climate and management practices influence 
soil-plant-water-nutrients relations. The models account for major physical and 
biological processes of agricultural systems, including hydrology, crop growth, 
and yield, water balance, nutrients transformations, storage, and transport (ni-
trogen, phosphorus and carbon), soil loss fate and transport, etc. [3]. Both mod-
els have been used under numerous conditions to assess agricultural systems 
across a broad range of landscapes at different spatial scales, design sustainable 
land management interventions, environmental impact studies, etc. [4] [5]. Be-
cause of APEX’s solid background and capabilities, it is used to support model-
ing needs in projects funded by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and 
the U.S. Department of the Interior (USDI) among others. For instance, APEX 
has been used since 2002 by the USDA’s Natural Resources Conservation Service 
(NRCS) in the Conservation Effects Assessment Project (CEAP) for estimating 
the environmental benefits and effects of conservation practices on agricultural 
landscapes and developing the science base for managing the agricultural land-
scape for environmental quality across the United States [6]. Likewise, APEX is 
also used for regional quantification of land management in 54 million acres of 
public lands by the USDI’s Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Colorado River 
Basins Salinity Control Program and to maintain and reduce salt in the Colora-
do River based to meet Salinity Act requirements [7]. 

APEX is built on an open-source FORTRAN programming language. It reads 
and writes input and output (I/O) in text files. The APEX text file formats are 
however not homogenous among the different types of input files. Formatting 
requirements for I/O files are complicated as described in the APEX user’s ma-
nual [8]. Some I/O files are in fixed-format while others are in free-format or a 
combination of both, which is often a significant challenge to inexperienced 
model users. While all files can be created and edited with a text editor (e.g., Mi-
crosoft Notepad), the complexity of the file structure and the rigid formatting 
requirements make this approach rather difficult and prone to errors. This as-
pect of APEX can be cumbersome and frustrating during model execution, and 
it is the main reason why graphical user interfaces (GUI) are needed. However, 
GUIs for APEX have not been the main focus of the developers of EPIC and 
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APEX.  
Currently available Windows-based GUIs for APEX are ArcAPEX, WinAPEX, 

and i_APEX. ArcAPEX was developed as an ArcGIS extension that integrates 
GIS capabilities and algorithms with APEX databases [9]. The most current ver-
sion of ArcAPEX conducts automatic delineation of stream network and 
sub-watersheds for large watersheds using ArcObjects and the Microsoft Visual 
Basic .NET. ArcAPEX must run within ESRI’s ArcGIS 10.3.1 that requires li-
censing of main program and extensions. WinAPEX is a Windows-based desk-
top application developed by Texas A&M AgriLife Research to manipulate mod-
el’s inputs files for small watershed model applications [10]. Currently, WinA-
PEX is a deprecated version written in Visual Basic 6; however, developers are 
working to create a redesigned version of this interface using Microsoft Visual 
Basic .NET. Lastly, the interactive APEX (i_APEX) is another interface for the 
APEX model programmed in C++ [11]. The greatest advantage of i_APEX is its 
ability to perform multiple model runs. These GUI programs offer a “guided” 
workflow to create a watershed model and related input files for APEX simula-
tion. These applications use Microsoft Access to store data in tables. With a 
model Run action button, the interfaces overwrite existing text files with a for-
mat that the models recognize when executed. While these interface programs 
are capable of writing input files, neither of them offers capacity to edit existing 
APEX watershed datasets in ASCII format.  

The objective of this short note is to describe a simple, yet powerful user in-
terface for the management of the APEX input data (read and write), execution 
of individual APEX runs, and loading output files into the spreadsheet for fur-
ther processing and visualization. The tool provides a well-organized interface 
with definitions and help assistance for most variables. This tool is suitable for 
all kinds of applications and has been successfully used for the creation of APEX 
model runs in numerous studies.  

2. Design, Features and Tool Capabilities 

The overall purpose of the APEXeditor is to use Microsoft Excel’s grid capabili-
ties as a front end to allow the user to manage both the input and output data 
required for APEX simulations. This tool facilitates the creation and modifica-
tion of the APEX model’s text files (inputs and outputs).  

Software environment 
The APEXeditor is written in Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) and Mi-

crosoft Excel 2010 and newer. It is aimed to work with IBM compatible personal 
computers using operating system Microsoft Windows 7 or Windows 10. The 
execution of the tool’s VBA scripts does not require any administrator access 
token to work. This application takes advantage of Excel’s structure and power 
to design simple user interfaces. In addition, the tool lets the users visualize and 
manipulate selected model outputs. The code is open source to encourage colla-
borative development that will enhance the capabilities of the tool. The auto-
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mated capabilities to write properly formatted input files aims to guarantee the 
reproducibility and reliability of the APEX projects created with the tool. The 
APEXeditor is constructed in a workbook with 29 worksheets. Each worksheet is 
designated to handle a corresponding APEX input or output file type with VBA 
scripts (Figure 1). All actions are executed within the corresponding worksheet. 
The user can read and write APEX files, similar to the Microsoft Windows file 
management menu options for “Open” and “Save”. The user can also execute 
the model from within the tool to test the modifications made. The tool is cur-
rently compatible with APEX1501, which is the open source version of the 
APEX made available to the scientific community. 

 

 
Figure 1. Organization of the VBA modules represented by APEXeditor. 

 
APEXeditor architecture 
The tool has the same structure as that of the APEX model. The conceptual 

architecture of the APEX file system is shown in Figure 2. APEX has four dif-
ferent kinds of files: tables, lists, data files, and output files. The model works as 
follows: the executable (APEX.exe) reads first the APEXDIM.DAT to set the di-
mensions of dynamic internal arrays; then, the model opens the APEXFILE 
which is a list of filenames that provide a reference for APEX in determining 
what data is to be used for each run (tables, lists and the parameters file). Then 
the model reads the controlling file, APEXCONT.DAT, which defines the user’s 
selection of methods and constants that control the model runs defined in the 
APEXRUN.DAT. APEX gets the information that characterizes the run to be 
made from the APEXRUN.DAT and a combination of lists and data files. Lists 
are a repository of a combination of index numbers and data file names. The 
model uses a system based on pointers to access the information from each data 
file. For instance, from the subarea file the model points to the soils list 
(SOILLIST.LIS) with an index, this index is associated with a soils file name that 
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is open to obtain all the information related to physical and chemical properties 
of the soil assigned to that specific part of the study area, etc. 

 

 
Figure 2. Architecture of the APEX file system (Modified from [8]). 

 
The APEXeditor is structured in one independent Excel Workbook. The edit-

ing interface for each model input file is set in different worksheets within the 
Excel Workbook. The code reads and writes APEX text files that are written with 
different formatting characteristics. The following input files are written with a 
Fixed Width Format: APEXFILE, APEXPRNT, APEXPARM, SITEFILE, 
SOILFILE, MNGTFILE, WINDFILE, WPMOFILE, TILLTAB, PLANTAB, 
PESTTAB, and FERTTAB. On the other hand, files written as space-delimited 
(also called free format) are: APEXDIM, APEXRUN, APEXCONT, SUBAFILE, 
SOILLIST, MNGTLIST, WPMOLIST, WWINDLIST, SITELIST, SUBALIST, 
and WDLYLIST. Regardless of the formatting, both types of files have a data 
structure that is highly suited for Microsoft Excel. The tool takes advantage of 
the spreadsheet’s grid to display the values in an organized manner. 

A “Get Files” button within the editing interface uses the extension portion of 
the APEX file name to identify all similar files that will populate the drop-down 
menu and are available for editing. For example, in the case of the files with a 
“.DAT” extension, the algorithm searches for a common pattern in the name of 
the file, for instance, if “*RUN*” were entered, the code will search for all the 
files that have the keyword “run” in the file name (i.e. APEXRUN.DAT) and 
displays these for the user in a drop-down menu. The user can then select which 
file to edit (i.e. read and write). 

The APEXeditor code has two different algorithms for reading each kind of 
input file. Every file is read line by line until the end of the file. In the case of 
fixed-width format, the lines are parsed one at a time, taking into account the 
number of characters used in the model’s code to assign values to each variable. 
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Likewise, in the case of space-delimited files, the tool uses a double for-loop to 
read each line and then parse the line searching for non-white spaces. The algo-
rithm for reading the fixed-width format files disregards one or more spaces 
in-between values, and because of that, the user should enter zeros instead of 
leaving the cells empty. The writing algorithm of the tool is common for all files, 
and it prints formatted input files in concordance with the specification of each 
file.  

The software includes a quality tested reference data set (Figure 3), that fully 
match the file naming conventions used in this publication (Figure 4). The files 
can be used as a template to create a new APEX project or individual files. The 
user can opt not to use the provided set of files as reference data or define an al-
ternative data set, which can be partly or entirely independent of the above da-
taset.  

 

 
Figure 3. Example of files included in a simple APEX project. 

 

 
Figure 4. Main window that allows users to set the path to the APEX project, set the 
name of the model’s executable and open an APEX project. 
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Details of the main features 
The main window (APEXMAIN) presents a list of all files that can be accessed 

with this interface. In this window, the user has the option to define the path to 
the APEX project folder (the folder in which the input files and the APEX ex-
ecutable are located) and the name of the model’s executable file (default is 
APEX.exe). Each worksheet can be edited independently, as long as the APEX 
file and the four tables required as a minimum by the model are loaded (plant, 
fertilizers, management, and pesticides). This is because some file’s names that 
the tool needs are obtained from the APEXFILE worksheet and also, the man-
agement worksheet uses the tables as a cross-reference for identification of 
management actions and to display specifics about them. For a fast load of a 
project, there is an action button named “Open Project” that will open all the 
control files, tables, and lists within the APEX project folder. Finally, the user 
can navigate to each of the worksheets by selecting the name of the worksheet 
and the hotkey combination CTRL + G (control + go to). Likewise, the user can 
return to the main worksheet from any worksheet by the key combination CTRL 
+ B (control + back). 

Figure 5 shows the features and objects that are common to all worksheets. 
The “Read” and “Write” action buttons can be found in all worksheets. A “Run” 
button will execute APEX.exe from all worksheets that lets the user update in-
puts, such as data files and tables, and then execute these to evaluate outputs. For 
all the files that are not unique to the model (e.g. soils, management, etc.), the 
interface has an “Get Files” action button that identifies and retrieves all files 
that share the same file extension or same name’s root (e.g., *PARM*.DAT) and 
populates all instances in the drop-down list menu from which the user can se-
lect the file to be edited. The action button “Read” reads the selected file and 
loads the input variables into the spreadsheet that contains the variable name, a 
short description of the variable, and a suggested range of values for the variable 
(Figure 5). This makes it easy for users to modify input variables with meta in-
formation and guidance on suggested ranges. Otherwise, the user would have to 
deal with using the APEX manual or other documents that identify variable 
names, their positions, formatting requirement, and the upper and lower limits 
defined for the variable. Some of the variables’ name will have an Excel’s notes 
feature denoted by a red triangle flag in the top right corner of the cell. Clicking 
on the cell automatically display the comment’s content with additional infor-
mation for a given variable, for instance, the message of the IET will describe all 
the different methods available in the APEX model to estimate potential evapo-
transpiration (PET). The numeric values for each variable can be modified in 
each cell by the user. The user can then click on the “Write” action button and 
the APEXeditor will write the changes into the respective APEX parameter file 
with the proper formatting. This action is equivalent to “Save” in other Micro-
soft Windows applications (i.e. NotePad, Word, etc.). To save the information 
with a different file name other than the default name (i.e., “Save As”), the user 
should enter a new filename next to the “New File Name” option, underneath 
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the drop-down object within the worksheet. Two actions will occur: 1) a new file 
will be created with the name as entered in the cell and 2) the new file’s name 
will be added to the drop-down menu. 

 

 
Figure 5. Representation of the most common objects and interface features of 
the APEXeditor.  

 
In addition to the editing capabilities, the APEXeditor keeps the functionality 

of Excel for plotting and data manipulation, such as sort, conditional formatting, 
copy/paste/insert, filtering, etc. Filtering can be useful in the case of working 
with APEX’s tables (Figure 6). For instance, the tables can be filtered, to narrow 
down the options of equipment for harvesting, or selecting only annual crops, 
etc. Figure 6 shows the features and table like disposition that are common to all 
four of APEX’s main tables (APEXTILL.TAB, APEXPLANT.TAB, 
APEXFERT.TAB and APEXPEST.TAB). The operations table (APEXTILL.TAB) 
provides parameters that detail field management activities and related equip-
ment commonly used in agricultural operations (28 parameters per line). The 
APEXPLANT.TAB table stores parameters that characterize the plant growth for 
different plant species (Figure 6). Each line in this table represents a plant spe-
cies characterized by 56 plant growth parameters. Likewise, nine parameters that 
characterize the most common fertilizers used in agricultural management (in-
organic and organic) are listed in the APEXFERT.TAB. Finally, the pesticide ta-
ble, APEXPEST.TAB, includes the most common pesticides used in agricultural 
management, with each pesticide having six parameters per line. 

 

 
Figure 6. Example of a table-like file (APEXPLANT.TAB) with the filter feature enabled. 
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Without using the APEXeditor, one of the most problematic files to work with 
is the daily weather file (Figure 7). The APEX model requires dates (year, month 
and day) and weather data such as solar radiation (MJ/m2), maximum and 
minimum temperature (˚C), precipitation (mm), relative humidity (fraction), 
and wind speed (m/s). The daily weather file has restrictions due to the 
fixed-width format of the file with the columns related to weather parameters 
being six characters wide. This means than only four or five characters are 
available for the numeric portion of the data because one space is taken by the 
decimal point and one space can be taken for the negative symbol (e.g., negative 
temperatures). Whenever this formatting condition is not met, the model crash-
es with an error message that points to the daily weather file. In addition, APEX 
identifies missing values in two different ways depending on the weather para-
meter. Missing values for temperature and precipitation are denoted by a 999 se-
ries, while missing values for solar radiation, relative humidity, and wind veloci-
ty must be set to blank. This means that if 999 is erroneously set in the solar 
radiation column, the model will use 999 MJ/m2 in that given day. 

 

 
Figure 7. Worksheet that allows users to add or modify historical daily weather data. 

 
Figure 7 depicts the APEXeditor worksheet where users can read, edit and 

create daily weather files for APEX. The Write action button will save the data in 
the correct format. Positive decimal values with more than 5 digits and negative 
values with more than four digits are truncated accordingly. The user should 
leave blank cells for missing values (regardless of the parameter), the tool will 
write the missing values correctly for each parameter. Also, the APEXeditor will 
generate a worksheet that that displays erroneous values in the time series. This 
is not meant to be used to identify outliers, but is intended to display values that 
do not exist in nature (e.g. temperatures greater than 50˚C). The tool displays 
maximum and minimum values for all six parameters. In addition, the APEX-
editor will count the total number of values in the time series that are outside a 
user-defined range. The user can use this count as a warning to use the sorting 
and filtering capabilities of Excel to correct the erroneous values. If no action is 
taken, the Write button will write the daily weather file replacing the values with 
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the ranges set in this worksheet. 
The calendar sequence of field activities in each subarea or field are described 

with the management operation schedule file (Figure 8). The model can per-
form a total of 29 different management actions (i.e. plowing, sowing, planting, 
harvesting, grazing, etc.). For each action, where each line represents an action 
that happens on a given date, the APEX model uses a series of indexes and poin-
ters to associate the information provided from the different tables. Also, each 
action can be further described using the context specific operation parameters 
(OPV0 to OPV7); therefore, each action uses the parameters differently. For in-
stance, a fertilizer application will need the fertilizer to be used from the fertiliz-
ers table (OPV0) and the application rate (expressed in kilograms per hectare) 
will be set using OPV1. Whereas, for grazing a start or stop grazing date need to 
be entered, in this case OPV0 is the herd identification code in the list of availa-
ble herds, and OPV1 is the stocking rate expressed in area per animal head 
(ha/head). 

 

 
Figure 8. Interface that allows users to edit/modify the APEX management file. 

 
A series of red triangle flags, denoting Excel’s note boxes, are used to describe 

each of the parameters in the management operations file. The spreadsheet also 
includes a checkbox to display additional information to assist in building or 
modifying the management files. When the checkbox is selected, a table with all 
29 possible management actions is displayed. Each line in the table represents a 
given action and the default values for each required parameter that characterize 
each action (Figure 9). The “Tillage ID” column values in the management table 
are color-coded in red and blue. The values in red indicate if there is more than 
one type of equipment used to perform that given action. Therefore, the user has 
to select the appropriate one from the management table. Conversely, the values 
coded in blue indicate that the action has no additional options and hence there 
is no need to edit the set column values. Likewise, the OPV parameters are also 
color-coded in gray and solid black. Solid black values mean that a given action 
requires a value to be entered in that column. For each action, the OPV parame-
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ters that are not in use are grayed out. In addition, each OPV-parameter in use 
also has a triangular red flag which denoting Excel’s note boxes that will display 
a short pop-up message that describes the role that the OPV plays in that given 
action. The user can copy the entire line and paste it into the schedule. The user 
can then proceed to modify the dates and values for the required parameters. 

 

 
Figure 9. Management file worksheet depicting the help feature enabled. The “Show 
Help” feature allows users to view the different field operations that APEX is able to 
simulate and copy these to their management operations schedule. 

 
Other APEX input files that can also be edited with the APEXeditor include: 

APEXDIM.DAT, APEXRUN.DAT, APEXCONT.DAT and SITEFILET.DAT. 
APEXDIM.DAT is a collection of numeric variables for setting the dimension of 
various arrays that the internal APEX code uses to store variables. The 
APEXRUN.DAT file defines the configuration of the runs to be made. Through 
this worksheet in the APEXeditor, the user can define the run names (a variable 
that is used to name the output files) and numbers from list files that specify the 
site, weather parameter, and subarea files etc. The APEXCONT.DAT file con-
tains a selection of methods and constants that are pertinent to the entire simu-
lation period and are common to all subareas and sites. While the 
SITEFILET.DAT file is relevant in APEX, most of the variables in this file can be 
set from other files (i.e. APEXCONT.DAT), therefore most users will not need 
to edit this file in the APEXeditor. 
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An important APEX input file is the subarea file (“subafile.sub”). In APEX, 
each subarea or Hydrologic Landuse Unit (HLU) is homogenous with regard to 
climate, soil, land cover, and topography. The information related to each HLU 
can be characterized in the file subafile.sub using the APEXeditor. From this file, 
the user can point to the soils data, daily weather data, and the operation sche-
dule to be used in each HLU. A subarea may be linked with several other sub-
areas according to the water routing direction in the watershed, starting from 
the most distant subarea and moving towards the watershed outlet. The user can 
also edit existing monthly weather stations that describe weather-related statis-
tics for the subareas.  

The APEXPARM.DAT file contains many coefficients of equations used in 
APEX. The APEXPARM.DAT file is available to be edited in the APEXeditor. 
However, users should use caution when editing this particular file due because 
APEX is sensitive to slight changes in the parameters contained in this file. In-
formation about the parameters is available in the form of Excel’s note boxes and 
includes the equation used in the APEX code in which the parameter is used. 
The ability to examine the equation used assists in defining and explaining the 
magnitude of change that would result from modifying the coefficient parame-
ters. The list files, such as the SUBALIST.LIS and SOILLIST.LIS are repositories 
or listings of specific files which can be referenced by an index number and as-
sociated file name (name and extension, e.g. soilsfile.sol). Figure 10 shows the 
template used to edit the following repositories with this tool: subareas, soils, 
management, sites, and weather (daily and monthly). 

 

 
Figure 10. Example of a worksheet to edit list files. 

 
When all of the input files have been properly set up, APEX.exe can be ex-

ecuted directly from the tool. Users can click on the “Run” button which will call 
the APEX executable specified in the main worksheet. If the cell is blank, the tool 
will attempt to execute the file APEX.exe. While the model can generate 50 dif-
ferent output files, the APEXeditor workbooks include two additional tabs for 
data evaluation, plotting and statistical analysis of two of the most frequently 
used model outputs: The Annual Water Balance (AWP) and the Annual Crop 
Yield (ACY) (Figure 11). The file APEXPRNT.DAT worksheet aims to facilitate 
retrieval, manipulation, and printing of APEX output files; it helps the user to 
select which output files will be generated by the APEX model and in some cases 
the variables to be added to the output files. 
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Figure 11. Representation of the annual crop yield output. 

3. Discussion and Conclusions  

The use of the application developed in Excel and written in VBA has been de-
scribed and illustrated. The APEXeditor tool facilitates the work and creation of 
otherwise cumbersome APEX input files. Microsoft Excel is one of the most 
common and widely used spreadsheet applications. Scientists and researcher are 
familiar with Excel, so using the APEXeditor will not require additional learning 
to operate the tool. Simplification of writing input files for the APEX model al-
lows the users to focus on the quality of the data to characterize the system un-
der study, as well as, the analysis, evaluation and interpretation of the model re-
sults. Additionally, the flexibility of the tool reduces the steepness of the learning 
curve, which is expected to promote the use of a powerful simulation model, 
such as APEX. The software is built upon Microsoft Excel; therefore, its realiza-
tion depends on the Microsoft Office platform. Since the tool’s initial develop-
ment in 2014, it has been used extensively for research work and in APEX train-
ing workshops throughout the world, which has resulted in numerous directly 
associated scientific publications [12]-[23]. 

Availability and Feedback 

APEXeditor is available free of charge for non-commercial uses. The application 
and associated model executables can be downloaded from  
http://epicapex.tamu.edu/model-executables/. The program is distributed along 
with a Getting Started manual and a reference dataset that can be used as a tem-
plate to build new projects. Comments and suggestions about APEXeditor may 
be sent to josorio@tamu.edu. 
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